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Electronics Semiconductors
   Solar power & photovoltaics
   Flat-screen displays

Industry  Electroplating
   Chemistry
   Printing / Paper
   Water treatment
   Automotive / Mechanical engineering
   Adhesives
   Glass
   Agriculture

Pharmaceuticals  / Biotechnology / Cosmetics / Foodstuffs

Laboratories / Research institutes / Institutes
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The AS QC-System supplies chemical consumers from a wide range of industry sectors:

QC – an AS Strömungstechnik GmbH system. Made in Germany.
www.asstroemungstechnik.de   

www.qc-system.de         

www.qc-system.dePat.: www.as-patents.com

QC from AS – a complete system with 
over 100,000 options. 
Used by leading companies around the world.

Four good reasons for greater process 
quality in chemical distribution.

Chemicals mixed up?
Container lifetime 
expired? Forget it!

The first i4.0 solution 
for container handling:

www.supplyline.as

Pre-installed dip tubes (RFID chip inside):

Integrated security for your customers.



The benefits of pre-installed dip tubes speak
for themselves. 

1. SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

•  Greater customer loyalty: 
  Market yourself as an expert partner – help your 
 customers handle liquid chemicals in a consistently   
 safe and responsible manner

• Deliberate differentiation from competitors:
  Instead of a ruinous price war, you can offer additional 

benefits: higher quality, more service, safe process 
chains, simple handling

• Added value thanks to improved safety:
  Protect people, the environment and valuable 
 chemicals all at once

•  A win-win system for everyone involved: short-term 
return on investment, long-term advantages

3. A PROVEN SYSTEM

•  Simple integration in the supply chain and 
 connected process chains

•  Prefabricated dip tubes can be supplied 
 for all types of containers

• Simple installation of dip tubes

• No minimum order quantity

• Can be reused

• NEW Traceable worldwide with SupplyLine:
 www.supplyline.as

2. BETTER PROCESSES

• No corroded IBCs – longer container service life:
 less hassle, fewer costs

• Minimal remaining quantities – in practice far below 1%*: 
  Makes return transport and disposal simpler and safer 
 *(e.g. Schütz IBC up to 1.8 l, Mauser 200 l drum up to 0.7 l)

•  No leaky drainage taps – easier maintenance and repair:
 less outlay, less environmental pollution

•  Flexible chemical key coding of dip tubes: 
 Efficient stock keeping of universally 
 key coded or pre-coded dip tubes. 
 With RFID chip as standard – i4.0-ready!

Over the decades, the QC-System from AS has developed into a globally established 
dispensing system for all types of liquid chemicals. Make use of the unique complete 
system at the very beginning of your process chain and deliver the containers with 
pre-installed dip tubes to your customers. You will see for yourself – it's worth it. 
And pays off in many respects. For all involved. The key benefits of the QC-System 
are listed below – with a win-win system, you have nothing to lose.

Hazards of today. Sustainable safety of the future. If you choose.

The QC-System from AS.
Unique. In operation worldwide.

• Clean delivery
• Fast connection
• No mix-ups (coding system)
• Emission-free dispensing
• Spill-free disconnection

Compatible with all containers. 
Customized dip tubes.

Clean delivery via all 
transport routes.

„The QC-System is the best and 
most comprehensive solution 

on the market – handling, 
variants, safety, support, 

everything fits.“ 

„AS is a recommended company because they 
can produce in function of the demand of the customer 

followed by an excellent service afterwards.“

www.qc-system.de

Smart: 
with RFID-CHIP!

www.qc-system.de

•  For fast connection and emission-free, spill-free dispensing
•  Highly flexible complete kit with coding system that prevents product mix-ups
•  Purely plastic. No metal parts = no corrosion!
•  For acids, alkalis and solvents
•  Over 1000 customized dip tube variants
•  Over 100 dispense head variants
•  Compatible with all containers
•  In use for over 30 years. Testimonials from renowned customers
•  Since 2021 dip tubes with RFID chip as standard. Foolproof,
 traceable, i4.0-ready.

 Find out more on the website:

4. ALL-INCLUSIVE SERVICE

•  Expert advice on all components of the complete 
dispensing station (incl. pumps, tubing etc.) 

•  On-site technical support for your 
 sales representatives

•  Rapid development of special custom solutions

•  Additional support in the form of detailed 
 information, sales documentations and trainings

•  30 years of experience in the market

www.qc-system.de
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The AS QC-System supplies chemical consumers from a wide range of industry sectors:
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The AS QC-System supplies chemical consumers from a wide range of industry sectors:

QC – an AS Strömungstechnik GmbH system. Made in Germany.
www.asstroemungstechnik.de   

www.qc-system.de         

www.qc-system.de AS QC-SYSTEM: QUICKLY CONNECTED – SAFELY DISPENSEDPat.: www.as-patents.com

QC from AS – a complete system with 
over 100,000 options. 
Used by leading companies around the world.
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